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Transitioning into a New Development Cycle

Importance of cities as autonomous units
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… the rise, and fall, and rise again in the importance of cities
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Thinking in terms of the UK’s ‘System of Cities’

Cities should not be considered in
isolation – interactions and
relationships between cities are
critical to their development.

project approach: the UK’s
‘system of cities’ is considered for the future
of an urban UK, while simultaneously
considering the multiple futures of its
individual cities as systems

Thinking in terms of the UK’s City Systems

The richness and uniqueness of context of
each city must be harnessed for enhanced
overall prosperity and wellbeing.
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Compiling the Evidence Base
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Scenarios & visions

We All See Cities in Different Ways

Aspirational Scenarios
We’re defining a set of principles that
combine to describe the characteristics, or
functions, of future cities we aspire to
• surveys of the aspirations of individuals from across society
• sector-focussed workshops (e.g. retail, environmental scientists,
transport, heritage organisations, utility service providers,
healthcare professionals, creative artists, etc.)
• deep literature study (e.g. five city typologies model)
Every city is unique, having developed as a result of its current and
historical context, so for our case study cities
• we are applying the ‘aspirational principles’ to explore how cities
might be re-engineered
• with city professionals, we are clustering citizens’ and the city’s
aspirations under the three pillars of sustainability
• We are then visioning the city with each cluster prioritised in turn,
and then determining the features of each that a city should retain
... and hence determining future infrastructure needs

Thought Experiments
Seven cross-cutting research challenges
have been identified:
1.

The Sharing City.

2.

Extreme Mobility Futures (or Radical Mobilities City).

3.

Exploiting Nature in Cities (or Ecosystem Serviced City).

4.

Zoning, Local Production and Consumption, and Urban Form
(or Re-Zoned City).

5.

The Governance of Urban Metabolism (or City of Synthesised Flows).

6.

Business Models and Technology (or Investing City).

7.

Principles into Practice (or Delivering the Transformational City).

In balancing environmental and social priorities with economic
prosperity, thinking is moving towards local densification of the built
environment around transport hubs
… and far greater exploitation of underground space in cities

Thinking About the Value of the Underworld
How might use of underground space improve city resilience
… what will the demand be for the space?
There are multiple potential uses
… hence multiple potential contributions to value of the ground
… thermal properties, living / working space, movement space, storage,
supporting pipes and cables for facilitating flows, supporting trees and
other vegetation, supporting buildings
and structures
How could we extend the streetworks sustainability assessment tool for
more broader assessment of the urban underground environment?
How can we manage the subsurface smartly?
… smart management of tree-ground-utility interaction might require
electrokinetics to main soil support, ground rehydration and water
transfer
… and provide ground stability near buildings and utility services
How can sensor technologies (remote and embedded) be used in the pursuit
of managing / exploiting the underworld?

Thinking About the Value of the Underworld
Picking up on how can sensor technologies (remote and embedded)
be used in the pursuit of managing / exploiting the underworld?
Integrating Sensor Arrays for Resilient Infrastructure (ISARI)
Developing an integrated data fusion and decision support platform
combining the four strata of embedded, mobile, atmospheric and
orbital systems:
… Embedded (precise, accurate, fixed)
… Mobile (less precise and accurate, data from clusters rather
than individual sensors)
… Atmospheric (radiation, wind, moisture, chemical composition,
etc.)
… Orbital (supports lower level correlation, limited to movement
or radiation inputs)
This is wholly consistent with MTU / ATU thinking

Possible Sensing Framework

Smart Pipes / CSIC
Embedded sensors

MTU and ATU
Remote sensing
Mobile sensors

Atmospheric
Sensors
Orbital Sensors

UKCRIC’s National Buried Infrastructure Facility
The UK Collaboratorium for Research in Infrastructure and Cities (UKCRIC) is
a £500m research programme combining 13 UK universities.
The new National Buried Infrastructure Facility is a core facility.
The ground, utility service infrastructures and surface transport
infrastructures exist according to a symbiotic relationship
... as does the ‘built environment’ more generally
… and there are ‘geotechnical structures’ such as barrier walls,
engineered barrier systems, bunds, embankments, slopes
The physical condition of these surface and buried infrastructures determines
the nature and severity of the impact on each other – their intimate physical
and operational linkage needs to be fully understood, along with the
deterioration that occurs through use and environmental stresses
... underpinning all of this is the provision of multiple structural
functions from the ground
… and this lies at the heart of the vision for the new facility

UKCRIC’s National Buried Infrastructure Facility
Quoting from the business case:
“The Buried Infrastructure Facility will enable full-scale experiments to
establish the physical performance of these ‘infrastructures’ at all stages
of their lives, and thus deliver maintenance, remediation and resilience
strategies that deliver greatest social, economic and environmental value.”
“Research into novel technologies to sustain and enhance utility service
and transport provision, if it is to deliver its impact, must be trialled under
controlled, fully characterised conditions and at a scale that is both
manageable and representative of reality.”
“This is equally true for the creation, maintenance, adaptation and
operation of these infrastructures – physical infrastructure test beds are
essential.”

UKCRIC’s National Buried Infrastructure Facility
Quoting from the business case:
“The Buried Infrastructure Facility is a soil-structure interaction test facility
that will enable assessment of fully-instrumented buried pipes, culverts and
other structures at full-scale, and larger, deeper structures (e.g. shallow
tunnels, barrier walls) at near full-scale.”
“This will create in Europe a sorely-needed capability to test novel buried
infrastructure developments, trenchless maintenance and repair systems,
smart pipe and cable systems, etc., that are relevant to UK and European
urban environments.”

UKCRIC’s National Buried Infrastructure Facility
Total capital cost: £27.6m
Government contribution: £21.6m

UKCRIC’s National Buried Infrastructure Facility

Conclusions
There has been much effort expended in creating
Sustainability Assessment Frameworks
and ATU is creating a bespoke streetworks
assessment framework
… these essentially determine the costs (impacts) and
benefits (or value) for each subject (indicator)
There is also much work on exploring alternative business
models (e.g. iBUILD and ICIF)
… these might be termed value capture frameworks
What we are focussing on are the outcomes we seek
… and therefore how to realise the value that the
underworld might
Exploiting the underworld in cities has enormous potential
… Realising the Value of the Underworld will unlock it

